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1. Introduction
The known distribution range of Heptner’s markhor (Capra falconeri heptneri) in Tajikistan is restricted to one
small area of roughly 1200 km² (approx. 70 km N-S extension and 10 to 35 km W-E extension) in the
southwestern edges of the Darvaz range and the southern part of Hazratishoh range (Sokov,1993). From other
previously in the literature mentioned areas in the Vakhsh mountain range no reliable records are available, and
the species is thought to be extinct there latest since the 1968s (Sapojnikov,1984).
Through recent communication with forest enterprises, hunting organizations and communities we have heard
about observations of markhor in the Vakhsh mountain range (formerly known distribution area) as well as in
some locations in the north of the Hazratishoh range, from where the species had not been reported in scientific
literature. The markhor in Tajikistan, despite positive population trends over the last years – 1018 markhors in
2012 year (Michel, Oryx, 2014) and about 1400 markhors in 2014 year, is still endangered and the restriction to
one distribution range exposes the species to a higher extinction risks caused potentially by disease outbreaks
(Ostrowski, 2010) (as occurred in 2010 and addressed with assistance by GLAZA in 2011), poaching and
reduced genetic diversity. Confirmation the two additional distribution areas would be of outmost importance for
the long term survival of this endangered species. In the case that markhor presence is confirmed, it is very
important to work with local stakeholders to facilitate the establishment of community managed conservancies to
ensure that these populations of markhor will be protected for future generations.

Fig. 2: Field team.

Goals and objectives:
Determining the presence of markhor in the Hazratishoh, Vakhsh and Sarsarak mountain ranges of Tajikistan and
capacity assessment of its conservation by:
 Search of any sign of the presence of markhor;
 Accounting wild animals with focus on markhor;
 Determining structure of markhor population;
 Accounting another wild animals;
 Determining of the development potential of wildlife populations in the region or any of its parts, were
markhor will be confirmed.
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2. Study area
Hazratishoh is a mountain range in southern Tajikistan, adjacent to the western part of Darvaz range. The length
of the mountain range is about 55 km. Maximum height - 4088 m. The range is complicated from conglomerates.
On the slopes are growing steppe vegetation and overgrown semi-xerophilous bushes.

Fig.2-3: West branches of Hazratishoh range.
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Vakhsh range is a mountain range in Tajikistan, which stretches along the left bank of the middle reaches of the
Vakhsh river. Is the watershed of the rivers Vakhsh and Kyzylsu. The length of the mountain range is about 80
km. Maximum height - 3141 m. The range is composed of sandstones, limestones, conglomerates, clays. On the
slopes are growing semi-ephemeral and subtropical steppe.

Fig. 4: Vakhsh branches.

Fig. 5: West slope of Sarsarak ranges.

Sarsarak is a small mountain range, which is sequential of Vakhsh range. The habitat of Sarsarak range is a bit
similar with Vakhsh range, but still have an essential distinctions. The relief of Sarsarak range is much more
fluent and much lower.
All three above-named ranges are having similarities and distinctions depending on every part of one or another
range. So for example on different parts of all ranges are growing junipers, pistachio-tree, bitter almond, judas6

tree, which are outmost importance for markhor. In some parts of these ranges doesn’t growing these trees. The
rainfall is also depending of each area, mostly depending of slopes.

3. Methodology of recording of mountain ungulates and other animals
The count was conducted in accordance with the Guidelines for the monitoring of the populations of mountain
ungulates in Tajikistan, adopted by the Scientific and Technical Council of the CEP by protocol in 7 June 2011.
(Safarov (holes. Eds.) 2011).
To begin our research we had seeking local knowledge about markhor existence in these areas by interviewing
key informants such as official and informal hunters, foresters and shepherds. Next we will start observation using
binoculars, spotting scopes, GPS units, and satellite and topography maps. Data collection will include animals
seen, age class, sex, time, date, GPS location, etc. During the survey we will as well record other species of
interest, as e.g. Bukhara urial (Ovis vignei bochariensis), another endangered mountain ungulate, carnivores, and
birds. The data will be included into the wildlife information system of the Tajikistan Mountain Ungulates project
and made available for the Academy of Sciences, the Committee for Environmental Protection and the State
Agency for Forestry under the Government of Tajikistan.

4. Results of the field work
4.1 Markhor
As we had tree potential areas, where maybe markhor exist and which we wanted to confirmed, we started from
Hazratishoh range – from the west branches of the range. From the southern and eastern parts of Hazratishoh
we have a lot of knowledge about markhor population which is good protected and already successfully managed
by local communities of Dashtidjum, Darvaz and Shuroabad districts. That is why for us was very important to
check the west parts of this ranges, because we heard, that locals see them time to time there.
In Muminabad district we were first time, which is called
as urban settlement and which situated on the west
part of Hazratishoh range – there in one village near
Muminabad we met local poacher, who hunt time to
time markhors for meat. We were so excited and went
with him to the mountains to observe markhors. We
started at 02:00 in the morning, it was dark, and we
walked on horsebacks to the one of Hazratishosh
branch. We could not to understand exactly where we
are, but after three hours we reached the mountain
ridge, it was still dark, after 30 minutes raised the sun
and we were able to start observation with binoculars.
Fig. 6: Markhor in Dashtidjum
After few minutes we found clear 3 markhors from very
far distance (2500-3000m). When we started to work After our first GPS point on the Hazratishoh range
with maps, to identify the place, we understood that (latitude 38,04074 - longitude 70,06522) and identify
where we are. It was the upper of Sangobchion gorge, our place on the map, we continued our study for more
which is reaches in Dashtidjum valley, which we several hours to learn more about the characteristics of
observed several times from Dashtidjum side and this location and possibilities for markhor to move from
south-east to the west side. During 2-3 observation
found more as 70 markhors (Michel, Oryx 2014).
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from different locations, which were very close to each other, we founded from distance 1000 m 6 more markhors
in tree another different groups, which were also close to each other (300-600m). We must to say that the first
group of markhors, which we observed was on the top of ridge and of course it shows that they can easily cross
the ridge and move to the west slope. We spoke with local poacher, and he told us, that in the past he observed
markhors also on the west side, but through poaching they don’t cross the ridge and that they stay always from
south and south-east sides. He also told us, that sometimes in winter time markhors cross the ridge and staying
on the west parts, but this happen very rarely. We checked the west slope in this region, and understood that
there are good habitats for markhors too (winter and early in spring).
As we actually didn’t want to observe this region (latitude 38,04074 - longitude 70,06522), because there were
already data about this place collected, we drove to the Djazodara valley, which is close to Childukhtaron
mountain branches of Hazratishoh, which have a good rocky mountains and which was one of our main focuses
(latitude 38,14277 – longitude 70,10780). After the reaching this location, we noticed, that the habitat is here a bit
different as (latitude 38,04074 - longitude 70,06522). Here were very good rocks, which are very satisfy
requirements for markhor habitation, but we also noticed, that there are not any one of the important vegetation,
which serve for markhor as food reserve (Pistachio, bitter almond, Judas-tree). We observed this area very
carefully during the several days, but didn’t find any markhor here. We also spoke with local guyed, which was in
the past a hunter and he told us, that he never so here any markhor by himself, but he heard that some people
see markhor in this region time to time just in winter time.
The next branch on Hazratishoh which we checked call Pamdara. Hier we also didn’t find any markhor.
Discussing with local population of Childukhtaron villages showed us, that here is nobody saw markhor also in the
past too. Next after Pamdara valley is Childuhtaron valley, which were looked like as a really good habitat for
markhor, but we also didn’t find any markhors there. We founded just to ibex there from distance which was
above 3000m. We also met there four wild boars from 20m. We spoke with locals of this valley and everybody
told us, that they never so markhor, but also heard that people sometimes in winter seeing markhors here. We
didn’t notice here (pistachio, bitter almond, Judas-tree) and here is very dry and just in one place is a very small
spring.

Fig. 4: Mountain Childuhtaron.
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Totally we did four ascents in Hazratishoh range and results showed us, that generally are the west slopes and
west branches of Hazratishoh range could serve for markhor just at the appointed time of year, because probably
some biotopes don’t allow for markhor inhabit during all time on the west slopes. We heard from more as five
different persons that markhor were observed several times on the west slopes of Hazratishoh.
Thus we moved on Khovaling and then to Baljuvan districts. Habitats are there absolutely suit not for markhor.
There are no rocks and a lot of hilliness. But from this districts about 20 km to the south-east we saw on the map
very rocky mountains. We visited the local forest agency and spoke with two foresters, they told us, that
sometimes in winter their workers in mountains Sarihosor seeing markhor, but this happen very rarely. They call
the local forester in Sarihosor and the local forester reported, that this year he didn’t see any markhor and told us,
that there is no reason to visit Sarihosor now, because we will not found any markhor. That is why we decided not
going to Sarihosor and we moved on the Vakhsh range.

Fig. 5: Looking for markhor, Vakhsh.

On the Vachsh range we visited director of Nurek nature protected area and discuss with him about wildlife of this
protected area which also located on the Vakhsh and Surhkuh ranges. During detailed discussion with him, he
informed us, that on the Vakhsh range markhor doesn’t exist, but for few years ago in winter time rangers
observed markhor in protected area two times, one male and two females (latitude 38,30169 – longitude
69,37315). But it is unusual occurrence, said director. Another interesting thing which we learned from him, that
markhor existed for more years ago, before the beginning of building Nurek water storage basin. In the literature
was written, that markhor become extinct after water storage basin (Sapojnikov, 1968), but this is information was
not confirmed. The rangers also told us, that markhor become extinct in Vakhsh very early, before water storage,
nobody establishes the reason. Deriketor of nature park things, that any virus could kill markhor here. One old
man (80 year) from Kulisufiyon village (latitude 38,16528 – longitude 69,24202) told us, when he was a child he
remember, that in one holy mazar were collected by locals a lot of horns of markhor. There was tradition, when
any hunter shoot markhor, he must to bring the horns to holy mazar, and it was not allowed to give the bones of
markhor for dogs, that is why they full them in the hole and horns put together in mazar. When we finished
discussion with people, we started our survey, because we still had a hope, to find any markhor there or even to
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check the mazar to be sure, that this is markhor horns. First we checked mazar, but we didn’t find any sign of
markhor – there was very old and overgrown forest, we checked very carefully, but nothing was founded. The old
man was also with us, because nobody now
about this place except him. The old man was
very sure, that we were in the right place. He
explained us, that the wild animals eat the
horns, because of minerals (wild boar, bear,
ungulates, weasels and other).
After our long searching in forest by the left
coast of Vakhsh river, we started to observe
the rocks. Habitat along the river and also
higher was very typical for markhor. After one
hour we founded tree Ibex on the rocks very
high. On the next day we started at 3 o’clock at
morning and climbed higher to the mountains,
were for few years ago markhor was observed.
Frankly on this day we founded just one bear,
two wild boars and four ibex. Habitat is also,
Fig. 6: Looking for markhor horns in mazar, Vakhsh.
completely suited for markhor but we could not find any. On the next day we also didn’t find markhor, but we
observed one group of 16 urials (Ovis vignei bochariensis) which is also how markhor endangered.
Our last point was Sarsarak range, on which was according that markhor become to extinct (Sapojnikov 1984).
We decided to check this area too, because it was still scientific reason to learn about markhor status there. We
climbed 5 hours from the village with locals, and at 18:00 o’clock we were already in a place. We started our
observation and after one hour we founded one unit of ungulate on the rocks, but it was already a bit dark, and
with binoculars was not possible to see, what kind of ungulate is this. Luckily we had special camera, which have
extremely big zoom and can take a pictures at dark time (Canon powershot SX50). We took pictures of this
mountain ungulate and were so happy to understand, that we observe absolutely first markhor in area, where was
consider that markhors become to extinct. How we told it was already dark, and was not possible to looking
through binoculars.

Fig. 7-8: Female markhor in Sarsarak, Vakhsh.

After some photo shots, we started to make movie, and on cameras display we recognize just two units, one was
female and another looked like yearling. But letter we checked this video on laptop and observed 3 more units,
which is impossible to see on a small display. Two next days we observed this area and their circuit. It was
noticed, that markhor on Sarsarak range have extremely secretive life, and active just at dark time. We observed
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one female which went to the cave in the rocks at 5:55 mornings and spent all day there and got out at 18:45 –
walked 100 miters and lay again, because it was probably not enough dark in 19:00 she started walking again –
urinated and started feed. Totally markhor spent about 13 hours in the cave.
Area

Species

Latin
Total
Kids
Yearlings
name
Hazratishoh Markhor Capra
9
1
1
range
falconeri
Heptneri
Sarsarak
Markhor Capra
8(9*)
2
range
falconeri
Heptneri
Tab. 1: Sex and age composition of recorded markhors.

Female
6

Male
sub
1

2(3*)

1

Male
adult

Unidentified

3

We didn’t see any strenge things more, except secretive life of markhor. Just from the lockals we also lerned, that
there are a lot of golden eagles, which are attacked very often markhors – moustly kids, but some times also
females and earlings. sheephereder told us, that golden eagel attacked this year more as 10 domestick goats and
sheeps, which was also grazing under the markhor rocks. We observed rocks, where were probaly several
golden eagles nests, this nest golden eagle use from antiquiti – locals told.
One lockal hunter told us, that on Sarsarak range is probably about 30 markhors inhabit. But now is extrymly
difficult to find them, because there is a lot of vegatation in the forest. He told us, that we need to visit this area i
n the end of November begin of December.
Habitat in Sarsark is very typical for markhor, there are important vegetation here, some springs and a lot of rocks
and big cliffs. There are a lot of pistashio-trees, bitter almount, cercis and junipers. There are two livestock herds
also here, and we saw a bit overgrazing. For sure markhror use the same pastures with livestock. Because there
is not enough food on the cliffs.
Another news, that we found in one village of
Muminabad district one markhor kid, which was
captured by one sheepherder in Dashtidjum area and
sailed in this village. This is male 4-5 month old. We
couldn’t understand long, what to do with this guy. The
owner, which boutet markhor for 300$ and also boutet
for him a domstick goat (for milk) and take care for this
kid wanted to sail us him for 700$, which is also to
accept as illegal . There are few sugestions, which
have a bit sense. The best option probably is try to
return him to the wild maybe on Sarsarak range,
because the population on Sarsarak is extremly low,
and such new animals would be highly important for
genetic variety of this subpopulation.

Fig. 9: Male markhor (kid) in Muminabad district.
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4.2 Another species
During the field works we founded in Vakhsh valley one group of urial sheep (Ovis vignei bochariensis). This
group was consisting of 16 sheep’s (5 lambs, 2 yearlings, 3 females and 6 unidentified). The population of urial is
also not enough learned in Tajikistan. This urial observation in Vakhsh valley was conducted first time by us.
There is now just old literately data about urial status population in Vakhsh and some partial observation on
different part of Tajikistan. All tree study area parts are absolutely good for Urial sheep too, but the best place
look like in Vakhsh , Sarsarak and Surhkuh ranges. Every time when we were somewhere and discussed with
people about markhor we also asked them about urial. According to local knowledge’s urial inhabit in all this parts
and have also very secretive life style.
We also meet two bears (Ursus arctos isabellinus) during our field work in Hazratishoh and Vakhsh . Discussion
with locals showed us, that population of bears on the last years is growing and more conflicts can be observed.
For example, when we were in Pamdara valley, for two days ago, one bear killed three cows, and all hunters
were in mountain on searching this bear.
We meet also three groups of Ibex - totally 10 units, four groups of wild boar (Sus scrofa) on all ranges – totally
24 units, and also meet tolai hare (Lepus tolai), a couple of wolves (Canis lupus), and a lot of chukar (Alectoris
chukar), several colony of Himalayan griffon (Gyps himalayensis), black vulture (Aegypius monachus), golden
eagle (Aquila chrisaetos).
In some areas the density of chukar is very high and on some areas is a bit lower. During the discussion with
locals, we learned that several years ago in some of areas was any virus which killed a lot of chukars. Locals
think that it could be bird influenza.

5. Discussion
Trough long survey which was about two weeks, we observed all tree areas and became very important
information for the next activities for conservation markhor and his habitats.
Results on Hazratishoh showed us, that theoretical markhor can inhabit on the west branches of Hazratishoh and
this is very important to start to work with lockal communities and to explain them, how important is to protect
markhor. Ofcourse during the field works we organized several workshops with different stakeholders, moustly
with lockal poachers and foresters and tried to explain them that we must to protect markhor and fight again
poaching, but it is a very long process, which need a lot of meetings, diskussions, real examples, till the people
understand importance of markhor conservation. Maybe after several years of protecting these areas from
poaching, markhor will exist here again, mostly because in winter time here are very productive pastures.
In Khovaling and Baljuvan districts a habit of markhor was not confirmed. In the past (50-60 ago) there were also
no markhors in this areas. We must also to notice that difference of habitat which we observed in all study parts
say us that maybe several more reasons are also exist, which we couldn’t identify and which may be very
important for markhor habitation in this location too, where we couldn’t find any markhor. For example we just pay
attention always to some important vegetation which markhor feed, but for sure there are more another factors
playing role on his habitation, which we don’t know.
On the Vakhsh range we also coud not confirmed markhors, but it is absollytelly possible that very few
population of markhor is still inhabit here, because habitat is fully good for markhor – there is a good rocky relief,
importatn vegetation, enough water and rangers observed them few times here. This all showed us, that maybe
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in the next commen years we will find markhors also on Vakhsh range, in that case, if good protection will be
organized, which will be a fantastik results, because the potential of nuture capacity of Vakhsh range for markhor
is very high – our opinion on the Vakhsh range can theoretically inhabit more as 300 markhors.
We analyzed this stories about markhor observation in different parts of Tajikistan, and became to conclusion,
that it is possible that people observed markhor, just in that case, when markhors on heat, then somitimes males
doing extrimly long tracks in search of females. Just this supposition can explain us this unusually appearance of
markhor on different parts of Hazratishoh, Sarihosor, Baljuvan and Vakhsh areas.
The most important information which we also managed to find it is that some subpopulation of markhor is still
alive on Sarsarak range, even small population. There is a big reason to lern more about this subpopulation now,
because after almost 50 years, when in the scientific literature was written, that this population is already to
became to extinct, we found them again. There are two options possible – first that the field works in 1968 were
bad conducted and the population was not enough learned and evaluated; another option is markhors on heat
reached this areas and stayed here, because the habitat is good for them. This behavior or lifestyle formed
because of a lot of poaching during a lot of years-round. There are survived just animals which were mostly
attentive and could be unmarked. Looks like on Sarsarak range is occurred special selection of markhor
population – now is inhabit just most skillful markhors. Take into account that this population noticed as extinct
and after 50 years this population is still alive – this says, that there is still a good chance to start conservation
activities and restore this population. This subpopulation of markhor is probalbly also immunity against from
livestock diseases trough using the same pastures and all markhors which couln’t fight again disease already to
became to extinct.
The first big problem for markhor is
poaching and habitat degradation but also
fragmentation of their habitat by human
impacts, like establishing new villages on
the migration corridors of markhor. One
local hunter told us, that till Dashtidjum
valley was uninhabited, there were much
more markhors, which migrate from
Valvalak ridje of Darvaz range to Dashtidjum
valley and then migrate to Hazratishoh
range and further to the west and back.
After active land development in
Dashtidjum, Hazratishoh and Vakhsh on
USSR times, some of the very important
migration corridors were broken. Ofcourse
this could be also wrong information, but it is
important to record all different opinions and
expirence, which is of course sometimes
truth.

Fig. Horns of urial and markhor in graveyard in Sarsarak.
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6. Conclusion
Confirmation of markhor on Sarsarak range to bring us to the next conclusion that this is very important to learn
more about status of this subpopulation during the winter time and try to find any motivated peoples (it is
desirable local hunters and respected person) to establish community based conservation area. Unfortunately
during the field work we didn’t meet any really good local facilitator or just motivated peoples except one hunter,
which frankly is not really active. It is important on the next field trips to meet with a lot of people from different
villages which are situated near markhors and to identify people which could to take responsibility to establish this
NGO and protect markhor through involvement all stakeholders of course with the financial and technical support
of the Academy of Science Republic of Tajikistan, local NGO’s and International NGO’s. Future conservation of
this subpopulation could have a very important sense for this subpopulation but as well for all population of
Tajikistan.

Fig. 10: Field team.
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